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1.

Introduction

In recent times a new approach has been taken to the study of
compact symmetric spaces. This approach, begun by B-Y. Chen and T.
Nagano [4], involves the study of pairs (M+(p), M~(p)) of totally geodesic
submanifolds associated with closed geodesies. The submanifold M +(/>),
called the polar set through />, is the orbit through p of the isotropy
subgroup. The space M~(p) intersects M+(p) orthogonally at p and,
when M is irreducible, is usually a local product of two irreducible
symmetric spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit the close connection between
these pairs (together with their generalizations through the method of
Borel-De Siebenthal [1]) and the Morse-Bott theory of isotropy-invariant
functions on M. If M— G/K, we consider conjugation-invariant functions
on G! which we pull back to (K^-invariant functions on) M by means
of the quadratic representation. In this way, we reduce our study to
that of class-functions at the group level, and calculations may be restricted
to a maximal torus in the group. If H is a vertex of the fundamental
simplex and if p = expH is a critical point of a class-function on Gi9 then
the eigenspaces of the Hessian coincide with the factoring obtained from
the Borel-De Siebenthal splitting at p. Thus, the question of nondegeneracy and the calculation of the index is reduced to finding the
eigenvalues corresponding to each factor. This can be done easily. To
construct suitable class-functions we consider the real parts of the
characters of irreducible representations. Some care must be taken with
the choice of representation so that we do not obtain degenerate critical
submanifolds. For example, in the case of the groups E6 and G2, the
character of the adjoint representation has some M+'s as degenerate
critical submanifolds. The correct choice of representation usually seems
to be one having lowest degree and, generically, the critical submanifolds
(all of which are nondegenerate) are either M+ίs or are of the form K±.p,
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where p is the exponential of a vertex of the fundamental simplex. The
explicit calculations are given for the groups F4 and E6 where we have
taken the lowest dimensional (non-trivial) irreducible representations of
these groups. In the case of E6 there are two additional (nondegenerate)
critical submanifolds.
Similar functions have appeared in the literature for various subclasses
of symmetric spaces, namely: T. FrankeΓs function for the classical groups
[6], S. Ramanujam's for symmetric spaces of classical type [10] and M.
Takeuchi's for the broader class of symmetric R-spaces [11]. Our methods
give a unified approach to the subject and have the advantage of allowing
one to construct functions for the entire class of compact symmetric spaces.
The authors wish to thank the referee for providing Remark (ii)
following Lemma 3.5, Remark (ii) following Theorem 4.1 and for
suggestions which led to improvements and simplifications in the
presentation of this work. We would also like to thank E. Buffet for
some helpful conversations.
2.

Preliminaries

A (connected) Riemannian manifold M is called a (Riemannian)
symmetric space if for each xeM there exists an isometry sx of M satisfying:
1.
2.

x is an isolated fixed point of sx and
sx is involutive (i.e. $3.0$^. = the identity map on M).

For each xeM, sx is uniquely determined by reflection in geodesies
through x and is called the symmetry at x.
Denote by G the closure (in the compact open topology) of the group
of isometries of M generated by {sx: xeM}. Then G is a Lie group
which acts transitively on M. If we fix o e M, then we can write M= G/K
where K:={geG: g.o = o}. Henceforth, we will assume that My and
therefore G, is compact.
If & denotes the Lie algebra of G, then we have the following
commutative diagram:
ad

exp

(1)
Ad
G
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1

where (Adg)X:=(d/dt)g(exptX)g- \t =0, (adX)Y:=[X9Y],
and exp and e
are the exponential maps. Consequently, if < , > is a bi-invariant
Riemannian metric on G, then
< (adX) y,Z> = - < y,(adX)Z>

(2)

for every X, Y,Ze^. That is, for each XeΉ the endomorphism adX
is skew-symmetric with respect to < , >.
1

The map σ: G-»G: &-*s0gs~ =s0gsσ is an involutive automorphism
of G and, therefore, its derivative σ+ = Ad$0 is an involutive automorphism
of 3?, which we may assume preserves < , >. Thus, σ ψ EGL(^) which
satisfies:
1.

σ 2 = the identify map on 3?

2.

σφ[X, Y] = [MΓ,σ, Y] V^Γ, Y e # and

3.
Accordingly, we obtain an orthogonal decomposition ^ =
where ^ and JΓ are the — 1 and 4- 1 eigenspaces of σ+, respectively. Jf
is the Lie algebra of K and Jί may be identified with T0M, the tangent
space to M at o. It follows that
\M,JC\^tf, [jr,Jf]^jΓ, [^,JΓ]^^

(3)

If .a/ is an abelian subalgebra of ^ (i.e. [j/,j/] = 0) then the Jacobi
identity implies that {ad//: Hestf]
is a commuting family of
(skew-symmetric) endomorphisms of 3?. Hence, {(adjF/)2: ίίej/} is a
commuting family of symmetric endomorphisms of ^ and so can be
simultaneously orthogonally diagonalised. In particular, the eigenvalues
of (ad#)2 are all <0.
From now on we will assume <$# is an abelian subalgebra of & such
that j/c:^ and is maximal with respect to this property. The torus
A = {exp H.o: He £#} for such an si is called a maximal torus of M. Now,
for each Hestf^Jί
it follows from (3) that (adH)2: Jί^Jί and
JΓ-»JΓ. Accordingly, we can decompose 3? into an orthogonal sum of
(simultaneous) eigenspaces of {(ad/ί)2: He j/} as follows:

where Jf 0 :={yeJf:
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ad#: ^α-> Jf α satisfies (ad#)2|^α =

and
adAΓ:Jf α ->^ α satisfies (adH)2\^χ= -v? (H)idχΛ
The non-zero linear functions α:j/->R so defined up to a multiple
of + 1 are called the roots of M and will be denoted by 9ΪM . For each
αe9ί M let μα:=dim^α = dim Jf α , which is called the multiplicity of the
root α. Thus, for each root α there exist orthonormal bases Xι, ,JQα
for e^α and V?, ,yjί β for Jf α such that VHej/ and l<i<μΛ we have
(ad#)*? = α(#)17

and

(ad//) Y?= -α(#).¥?

(5)

DEFINITION 2.1. Vectors X*eJίΛ and Y*eJf β which satisfy (5)
V//GJ/ will be called conjugate (relative to
Any conjugate vectors Jfα, Y* span a two dimensional subspace of
^ which is invariant under adj^/. Hence, Vίίej/, ad/ϊ and ^adH restricted
to R^Γ α 0RY α have the following matrix representations with respect to
X*y Y":

sinα(ί/)
Thus,
a d H
adH

e

=

«

«

01

F = - sinαίH)^ + cosα(H) Y" J

We now describe the tangent bundle to M on a maximal torus.
any p 6 M we obtain a surjective linear map:
t=0

For

(8)

In this way, V X e ^ we obtain a C°° vector field on M (again denoted
by X) called the field on M induced by X. We remark that at o this
map: ^ =t/^©Jf->7yVf has kernel JΓ and, after a suitable choice of metric
< , > on G, we may assume it maps Jί isometrically onto T0M . Now,
fix a maximal torus A:={expH.o:Hes/} in M.

Proposition 2.2. Let XaεJΪΛ
si, then V H,H' e$# we have:

and F α eJΓ α be conjugate relative to
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Yl^H.0 = sinα(#)(exp H)JΓ0

Proposition 2.3.
and let

Let A = {expH.o:Hejtf}

be a maximal torus in M

1. // H^. -yFΓ is an orthonormal basis for j/, then H^
orthonormal basis for ThoA.
2.
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^fΓ^Q is an

α

{X%t0, Yh.o' X*εΛίv Y eJf α and αe5ίM} spans the normal space
to A at h.o.

3. ^-invariant Morse functions on M
Let K1 be the identity component of the isotropy subgroup K at
o. Throughout this section/: M -> R will be a .K^ -invariant function on
M. We recall ([7] ChV, §6) that if A is a maximal torus in M, then V
xeM 3keK1 such that kxeA. Therefore, / is completely determined
by its values on A.
Proposition 3.1. For every peA

gradfpeTpA.

Proof. Since{X£, Y"p: X1 e ^α, Fα e Jf α and α e 5RM} spans the normal
space to A at />, it is sufficient to show that
<grad/p, yp> = <grad/p,^> =0.
Observe that V y α 6 J f a and VίeR e x p i V e ^ so that
=

Y«pf=(d/dt)f(exptY*.p)\t=0

2.

Choose Y*eJΓ a so that it is conjugate to X" (relative to
If h.oeA is such that h = expH where Hestf satisfies ιx(PΓ)φZπ,
then we have:

= cotα(H)<grad/h.0,Y?.0>
= 0.

That is, <grad/ expHo ,Xe XpH() > =0 VHe«c/ which satisfies α(H)
φZπ. Therefore, by continuity the innerproduct is zero Vίίe jtf.
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The Hessian: If £ E M is a critical point o f / , then the Hessian
of / at p (denoted Hfp) is the symmetric bilinear form on TpM defined
as follows: given X, Ye TpM extend them to C°° vector fields on M (again
denoted by X and Y) and define:

Following the notation of [2] we have a self-adjoint linear map:

7
defined by
< TfpX, Y>~ Hfp(X, Y)

VX,Ye

TpM.

Proposition 3.2. Let V be a Riemannian manifold and let U^V be
a submanίfold with the induced metric. If a smooth function g: F->R
satisfies grad# p e TpU Vpe U, then Tgq: TqU -+ TqU at every critical point

qeU of g.
Proof. Given XeTqU and Ye TqV extend them to C°° vector fields
(X and Y, respectively) on a neighbourhood of q in V so that X is
tangent to U. If Z:=gradg and V is the Riemannian connection on F,
then Zq = 0 and
<TgqX,Y>=Xq(Yg)
=

=

<VZqX+[X,Z]q,Y>

= <[X,Z]q,Y>
Therefore, TgqX= [X, grad^]^ VXe TqU. However, gradg is tangent
to U so that [X, gradg] is also tangent to U whenever X is. Thus,
TgqXeTpU.
Corollary 3.3. If peA is a critical point of /, then Tfp leaves TpA
invariant.
Proof.

This follows immediately from propositions 3.1 and 3.2.

Corollary 3.4. If p eAisa critical point off, then (Tfp)\TpA

= T(f\A)p.

Proof. For any Xe TpA and Ye TpM let Y = Y i + Y 2 where
λ
and Y2eTpA , the orthogonal complement of TpA, then
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< (Tf,)\TpAX, Y> = < TfpX, Y > = < TfpX,
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Y1+Y2>

= < τfpx, γt> =
=

<T(f\A)pX,Ϋ>

and hence the result.
Lemma 3.5. Let peMbea critical point off and let keK^, then:
1.
2.

kp is a critical point of f and
k.°Tfp=Tftpok.

Proof.
1.
2.

This is trivial by the K^-invariance of/.
Since f°k=f we have VX, Ye TpM, that
< TfpX, Y> = Hfp(X, Y) = H(f°k)p(X, Y)

= (M0kp{(** Y}f] = Hfkp(k*XA Y}
= < Tfkpk.X,k, Y> = <k~1 Tfkpk.Xy

Y>

and the result follows.
REMARKS.
(i) This lemma is of particular importance when attention is focused
on Kp: = {keKi:k.p=p}. If we split TpM into the irreducible
components of the isotropy representation of Kp at p and use
Schur's lemma as modified in (ii) below, then Tfp is a multiple
of the identity on each irreducible component. We will see
that on the orthogonal complement of the K± -orbit of p there
are usually only two components.
(ii) Modified Schur's Lemma: If a group K — K^ x -•• x Ks acts on
a metric vector space V=VQ®VΊ®
®VS as linear isometrics
in such a way that for each !</<$, Ki acts irreducibly on V{
and acts trivially on Vj(Q<j<s, jφϊ)> then any /C-invariant
symmetric endomorphism T of V leaves each V^ invariant
and TV. = /L (idιO for l<i<s.
Theorem 3.6. // f\A is a Morse function in the usual sense, then f
is a Morse function on M in the sense of Bott [2] and the critical submanifolds
off (all of which are nondegenerate) are the K^-orbits of the critical points
off\A.
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Proof. Let xeM be a critical point of /and let C(x) be the connected
component of the set of critical points of / through x. Then C(x) is
the Ki -orbit of C(x)nA. But, C(x)r\A is discrete since the critical points
of / on A are the same as the critical points of f\A which are
isolated. Hence, C(x) is the K^-orbit of a point in A and is, therefore,
a submanifold of M. For the nondegeneracy; suppose C(x) = K1.p where
p e A . C(x) is nondegenerate o ker Tfkp = TkpC(x) V& 6 Ki and (since
k. o Tfp = Tfkp ok+VkeKJ this is so o ker Tfp = TpC(x) . Now, it is clear, by
the K^-invariance of/, that Tfp\τ c(x) — ® so f°r nondegeneracy of C(x)
L
we must show that ker Tfp\TpC±(x) = {0} where TpC (x) is the normal space
to C(x) at p. For the sake of clarity we break the proof into two cases:
1 . Suppose p = exp H.o where Hejtf satisfies u(H) φZπVae 9ΪM. Let
h = expHeG so, by proposition 2.2, Y*= Y}lo = smoc(H)hi>cX^ for
every root αe$R M and for every pair of conjugate vectors
and F α eJf α . Therefore, by proposition 2.3 {Hp,Y*p:
Y*eJf a and αe9ϊ M } spans TpM where {Y*p: F α eJf α and αe9l M }
spans TpC(x) and TpCL(x) = TpA. However, by corollary 3.4,
(Tfp)\TpA=T(f\A)p
which has zero kernel since f\A has p as a
nondegenerate critical point.
2. {(1) being a special case} Here again suppose that p = exp H.o
where Hesΐ and let 9tj^:={αe9ϊM: α(fl)eZπ). Clearly the set
w^α is a subalgebra of JΓ since

under the convention: J f _ α = Jf α , αe9ί M . Denote by KH
the connected subgroup of K whose Lie algebra is JΓH and
observe that since Y*p = sin oc(H)h^XΛ0 = 0 Vαe9?^ it follows that
KH fixes />. Also,

is a Lie triple system in Jί for which there corresponds a totally
geodesic submanifold MH^M so that
(a)

^[cMH and

(b) VXeTpMH

3keKH such that k,XeTpA.

In this case, C(Λ) (the /^-orbit of p = expH.o) has TpC(x) spanned
by {y^: α^9ϊ^} and the normal space is ΓpMH. So C(x) is
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and choose keKH such that k+XeTpA, then
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Xeker(Tfp\TpMH)

Therefore, k,X = 0 since k,XεTpA and (Tfp)\TpA=T(f\A)p
zero kernel. Hence, X=0 and C(x) is nondegenerate.

has

For our convenience, we recall (cf.[7]) that in the decomposition ^ =
where M is identified with T0M as in (8) the geodesic in M with initial
tangent vector XeJ(~T0M is given by expL^f.o.
The Morse function on G^
of G and let

Let G x be the identity component

be an irreducible representation of G± on the complex vector space
V. Mostly we choose p to be of lowest degree. We define / to be the
real part of the character of p, that is

where Tr is the trace function. Thus / is invariant under conjugation
by G! Let J/GI be a maximal abelian subalgebra in ^ (not just in
Jί). To obtain a formula f o r / on ^4Gl:={exp£f: £fe<£/ Gl } we consider
the corresponding representation p^ the derivative of p at the identity,
on the Lie algebra of G^. We obtain the weight space decomposition

(where Λ denotes the weights of pj such that for each VG Vλ and
we have
)v with λ(H)εR.
Thus
/(exp H) = ReTr[p(exp H)} = ReTr[^*(H)]
and if we calculate relative to a basis for V consisting of vectors from
the various weight spaces Vλ we find
Σμλ
ΛeΛ

cosλ(H)
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where μλ denotes the multiplicity of the weight λ.
Now to apply the results on symmetric spaces we may view the
compact group Gj as a symmetric space (G 1 xG 1 )// where I:={(g,g):
geGi} (cf. [7], ChlV, §6). Indeed we have the bijection
φ: (G^GJ/I-tGt:

-i

i

Note here that the action of an element (g,g)£l on the symmetric
space (Gj x GJ/I, that is (g,g)'(gι,g2)I=(ggι,gg2)I>
corresponds under the
identification φ to conjugation by g in the group G1. Thus the
isotropy-invariant functions on G A viewed as a symmetric space
(i.e.(G1 x Gj)//) correspond to the Ad(G 1 )-invariant functions on G1
viewed as a group. Furthermore, the involution corresponding to the
symmetric space G x is
σ: G 1 x G 1 - ^ G 1 x G 1 :
from which we obtain the Cartan decomposition of 3? x *& into έ!P®^ where

and S^=
are the — 1 and + 1 eigenspaces of σ*, respectively.
subalgebra in OP we may take

As a maximal abelian

which generates a maximal torus of Gj viewed as a symmetric space. Now,
observe that if X1 and Y* are conjugate relative to <s/Gl, from the group
view point, then the pairs

, (X*,X*)eS

are conjugate relative to j/, from the symmetric space view point.

Indeed

, - H)(Xa, -X*) = α(
, - X*)
α

, -H)(- y , Y") = a(
ad(H, -

In particular, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the roots
{α} of G! viewed as a group and the roots {α} of G\ viewed as a symmetric
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Gl

space via: Ά(H, — H) = a(H) VHej/ .
Finally, from the identification φ
between G A as a symmetric space and G1 as a group we have that
identified

GI

Proposition 3.7. Let p = expH where He Λ?

and let H', H"

then
< grad/,£Γ >P=~Σ λ(H')μλsin λ(H)
ΛeΛ

and, furthermore, if p is a critical point of f, then
< TfpH',H" >P=-Σ λ(H')λ(H")μλcos λ(H)
Proof.

To establish the first formula observe that

(d/dt)f(exp

tH'.expH)\t=0

(d/dt)f(exp(tH'
λeA

λeΛ

For the second formula we have
<TfpH',H" >p = H'p(H"f)
= (d/dt)[(d/ds)f(exp

sH"exp tH'.p)\s=0]\t=0

(d/dt)[(d/ds) X μλcos λ{sH" + tH' + H})\s=0\\t=0
λeA

AeΛ

AeΛ
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The Morse function on M: The map Q: M-^G^. x\-+sx°s0, called
the quadratic representation of M in G, is a totally geodesic immersion
of M into GI This map is a homothety, not an isometry, and we note
that Q(x)εGι because of the connectedness of M. Let Q(M) denote
the image of M under Q. We now show that i f / : G1—>R is a Morse
function, then so also is (f°Q)' M—>R. We remark that (f°Q) is
jf^! -invariant because the action of K1 on M corresponds to conjugation
in G! under Q.
Proposition 3.8. grad/ is tangent to Q(M) and if f\AGι has only
nondegenerate critical points, then (f°Q)\A has only nondegenerate critical
points, where A is a maximal torus in M.
Proof.

(Compare with [10]).

The map

fixes Q(M) pointwise because for any xeM

Also, (τφ)β = — (σ*)e is + 1 on Jί and —1 on Jf. Furthermore, /°τ=/
j, p(g}ε U(V) so p(g~1) = (p(g))*, the adjoint of p(g), and hence
=f(s0g~ ^0)

Now, τ: Gj -> Gj is an isometry such that τ 2 = idGί and, therefore, (τj p
(the derivative of τ at peQ(M)) splits TpGj into an orthogonal sum of
its +1 and —1 eigenspaces (E* , £"" respectively). The map: Q(M)— >R:
p\-^Ύr(τ^)p is continuous so dimE* and dim^E1" are constant functions
of p. Therefore, dimJ5£ =dim£e+ = dim ^ = dim M. But, Q(M) is
pointwise fixed by τ so TpQ(M)<^E+ . Hence, TpQ(M)=E+ for
dimension reasons and, therefore, TpQ(M)L (the normal space to Q(M)
at />) is £"'. So V^ p 6 T^QίM)1 we have

and,

therefore, <grad/ p , Xp> =0 V^eTQ(TVf) 1 .

Hence, grad/ p e
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T,Q(M).
To complete the proof we may assume that Q(Λ) is the identity
component of AGlnQ(M). Thus, grad/is tangent to Q(A) and, therefore,
{critical points of / on G1}nQ(^4) = {critical points of f\Q(A)}.
Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that for any such critical
point p = Q(ά), where aeA, the map Tfp leaves TpQ(A) invariant. Therefore, if/I^Gi is nondegenetate at/?, then so also is f\Q(A) and consequently
a is a nondegenerate critical point of (f°Q)\A.
4.

Polar sets as critical submanifolds

Let γ: [O,/]—>M be a geodesic in M which is parameterized by
arc-length and satisfies y(0) = y(/) = o. The point p~y(l/ΐ) is said to be
antipodal to o along γ. For such a point p we note that s0.p=p and since
the isometrics sσ°sp°sσ and sp have the same derivative at p (namely
-ίdΓpΛf)

we h a v e that

S0°Sp = Sp°S0.

To every p which is antipodal to o there is attached a pair of totally
geodesic submanifolds (M+(p),M~(p)) of M (cf. [4]) defined by:
M+(p):=F(s0)p) = Ki.p and M-(p):=F(s0oSp,p)
where V map φ: M->M we set F(φyq):= the connected component
of the fixed point set of φ through qeM. The space M+(p) is called
the polar set at p and in the special case where M+ (/>) = {/>} we say that
p is a pole of M. We remark that TpM=TpM+(p)@TpM~(p)
is an
orthogonal direct sum. Now, after applying some keKi to p we may
assume that p and indeed the entire geodesic γ (along which p is antipodal
to o) are contained in the maximal torus A. We will assume this to be
the case from now on.
Spaces of Classical Type: For the classical groups and symmetric
spaces, we note that the results of T. Frankel [6] and S. Ramanujam
[10] are obtained easily using our formulation. We outline the procedure
in the case of M=U(n) with the invariant Riemannian metric
(X, Y> = — Ύr(XY).
As irreducible representation in this case we take the
standard action of U(n) on Cn. We choose a maximal torus Aυ(n) of M
consisting of diagonal matrices of the form

where the real-valued functions A 1 ,

,A W on the Lie algebra j/ u(w) of
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f o r r n t h e weights of this representation.
U(w)
standard basis for j/ , then
n

If sl9 ••-,£„ denote the
n

grad/ p = — £ sm(λj)εj where p = exp( £ Aft).
j=ι
j=ι
Therefore, /> is a critical point o f / if and only if sin^—0 for all
\<j<n and this is the case if and only if p is the identity or is antipodal
to the identity along some closed geodesic contained in the maximal
+
torus. Thus the critical submanifold of /through p is the polar set M (p).
To determine nondegeneracy and to calculate the index we need
+
only consider Tfp on the space orthogonal to M (p) at py that is, on
TpM~(p).
In this case, M~~(/>) = U(w) x U(rc — ra) where m = ${l<j<n:
λj is an even multiple of π} and its action on TpM~(p) is the adjoint action.
Now, U(m) is not simple, but is locally a product of a circle^ (which
is the centre) and SU(ra). Accordingly, it follows from the modified
Schur's lemma that Tfp restricted to TpM~(p) can have at most four
distinct eigenspaces. However, it is easy to check that when 0<m<n
there are only two since Tfp=—I on the U(ra) component and + / on
the U(n — m) component. Otherwise there is only one eigenspace. Thus
the index is dimU(m) and the critical submanifold M+(p) is the
Grassmannian U(n)/(U(m) x U(n — m))
REMARKS.
(i)

(ii)

When G1 is simple, usually we will find that at a critical point
p^G1 the isotropy subgroup (i.e. the centralizer of p) Gp = M~(/>)
is either simple, or splits into a local product of two simple
groups, or a simple group and a circle which may be read from
the Dynkin diagram by the method of Borel-De Siebenthal (see
[l],or Wolf [12] Chapter 8, §10). The action of Gp on TpM~(p)
is the adjoint action so in the these cases it follows from the
modified Schur's lemma that Tfp restricted to TpM~(p) will
have either one or two eigenspaces which coincide with this
splitting. Thus the negative eigenspace is either empty, or is
equal to TpM~(p) or else equals one of the factors.
In view of Proposition 3.8 this splitting is preserved when we
pull back to any symmetric space by the quadratic representation
of M in G!-

NOTATION. To see more clearly why this Borel-De Siebenthal type
splitting comes about for conjugation-invariant functions we fix the
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following notation. G will be a compact, connected, simple and
semi-simple Lie group of rank r which has maximal torus AG with Lie
algebra jtfG and simple roots α 1 ? •• ,αr. For each l<i<r, we define:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

//;EJ/ G by the condition that u.j(Hi) = 2πδij for all \<j<r.
Ate^G by the condition that <y4ί,//> = αί(ίΓ) for all HEJ/G,
where <,} is the metric obtained from the Killing form.
$i is the simple reflection from the Weyl group corresponding
to the simple root αf

Theorem 4.1. Let f: G-+R be a smooth function which is invariant
under conjugation. IfteR and if p — exp(tHι) is a critical point off, then

form a basis for TpAG consisting of eigenvectors of
Proof.

Tfp.

If jφiy then using Lemma 3.5, we have

That is, sj(TfpAJ)=-TfpAj
and, therefore, TfpAj = bjAj for some
bjER. This shows that {A^^-^A^i, Ai +i9 9Ar} is a set of eigenvectors
of Tfp and, in particular, its linear span is stabilized by Tfp.
Accordingly,
its orthogonal complement (in J/G) is also stabilized by Tfp, since Tfp is
self-adjoint. But this orthogonal complement is spanned by Hί9 so that
HI is also an eigenvector.

REMARKS.
(i)

(ii)

If one deletes the /ίΛ-vertex from the Dynkin diagram of G,
then there are at most three connected components in what
remains. Since the ^4/s corresponding to adjacent nodes of the
Dynkin diagram are pairwise non-orthogonal it follows that
those AJ'S corresponding to any one of the connected components
all must lie in the same eigenspace. Furthermore, if ί = l/w ί
where n{ is prime, then Hi must also lie in one of these
eigenspaces, because the action of each component in the
Borel-De Siebenthal split is irreducible. We note also that
there is an obvious generalization of the above theorem to the
case where p = exp(tHi + sHj).
The Borel-De Siebenthal split also holds in the case where n(
G
is not prime: Let the Lie algebra ^p of the centralizer of peA
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split into ^Oθ^ι® •• Φ^5 (#0 the centre, #£ simple ideals) and
let e5/G = j/ 0 0j/ 1 ® 0j/s where j^ = ^/WG 0</<s, be the
corresponding decomposition of ja/G. Suppose ^ is simple with
simple roots Π= {#1, •••,<*,.} and with the highest root
& = Σiniθίi. Set α 0 = — α and let p = exp(tHi/ni) where 0<ί<l.
(a) Case 0<t<\: dim^ 0 = l. Decompose Π — {αj into components:

Then Tlj is a fundamental system for ^ , «fi/J. = RΠJ and
(b)

Case £ = 1: dim ^0 = 0.
components:

Decompose (Π — {αj)u{α0} into

Then Tlj is a fundamental system for &j and j/y = RHy. In
particular, j3/ 1 =RΠi-fR/ί ί if Π 1 =Π' 1 u{α 0 } contains α0.
We note that the above also implies Theorem 4.1 immediately.
Spaces of Exceptional Type: We now apply our methods to the
groups and symmetric spaces of exceptional type. We also point out
the connection between our approach and the Killing vector field approach
of R. Hermann [8].
The Group F4: We will follow the notation for the roots of F4 as
given in Cornwell [5]. If α 1 , ,α4 denote the simple roots then the
highest root
α = 2α A 4- 3α2 + 4α3 + 2α4.

Let p be the irreducible representation of degree 26 of F4 with highest
weight the short root ai + 2α2 + 3α3 + 2α4. The weights then are the 24
short roots (each of multiplicity one) together with the zero weight which
has multiplicity two. Motivated by the expression for the long roots of
F4 as given in Bourbaki [3] we use the polarization forms ely -,e4 which
are related to the simple roots by:
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The nonzero weights are now expressed as +(βί + βj ) where l
Let ΘlJ"-yθ4 denote the coordinates on J/GI with respect to the basis
which is dual to el9 9e4. Then for //GJ/ G I our Morse function has the
form
/(exp77) = 2 + ^cosλ(H)
λΦQ

= 2+2

£

cos (0,. + θj) + cos (θι - θj)

1</<J<4

= 2+4

]Γ

cos fycos θj

l<i<j<4

and the equations for a critical point on <$/Gi are
-4sin0/£cos0;) = 0
\j*i

l</<4.

/

Since every element of G1 is conjugate to exp H for some element H in
the fundamental simplex
l

: &(H)<2π and ^(£0^0 V l<i<4}

we seek only those solutions which lie in S.

To this end we note that

and that the nonzero vertices of S are the vectors Hi/ni where αί(fί/ ) ==
2nδij and & = Σinfli
The solutions of the above equations are easily obtained, and
furthermore we can use Proposition 3.7 in accordance with Theorem 4.1
to determine the eigenspaces and corresponding eigenvalues. We now list
these solutions together with the eigenspaces.
(A)

sinθ—O for all l<i<4 and the only solutions in the fundamental
simplex are:
(i)

0 ι = 0 2= 03= 0 4 = = o so that αί(//) = 0 for all l < / < 4 which
corresponds to p = e = the identity. Tfe = (— 1/3)7 where 7 is
the identity map.
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(ii)

(iii)

Θ1=π and Θ2 = Θ3 = Θ4 = Q so that ai(H) = π and αj(//) = 0 when
/τ^l which corresponds to the M+(p) at p = expH for the
vertex H=H1/2. {A2,A3,A4} corresponds to the eigenvalue
( — 1/9) and H± has eigenvalue (1/3).
Θ1=θ2 = π and 03 = 04 = 0, for which α4(//) = π and α///) = 0
when jφ\. This corresponds to the M+(p) at the vertex
H=H4/2 and Tfp = (1/9)1.

(B) sinθ 1 =0 and sin 0^0 f o r / ^ l : Here there is only one solution in
the fundamental simplex, which is
0!=π, and 02 = 03 = 04 = π/3.

Thus, α2(H) = 2π/3 and α7 (/ί) = 0 w h e n j V 2 which corresponds to
the vertex H=H2/3. {AiyH2} corresponds to the eigenvalue (1/6)
while {A3,A4} corresponds to the eigenvalue (—1/12).
(C) sinθ! =sin0 4 = 0 and sin 0^0 whence {2,3}, we find:
0 1 = π, 02 = 03 = π/2, and 04 = 0.

Thus, α3(/ί) = π/2 and a,j(H) = Q when j V 3 which corresponds
to the vertex H=H3/4. {A±,A2,H3} corresponds to the eigenvalue
(1/9) and A4 has eigenvalue (—1/9).
Thus we have shown that our function / is a Morse-Bott function whose
critical submanifolds include all the polar sets. Furthermore, it seems
to be the correct generalization of the trace function in the classical cases,
since for these spaces all the nt's are either 1 or 2 so that the orbit of
the exponential of a vertex is an M+ . We remark also that, the exponential
of a vertex of *S corresponding to an nh where n{ is a prime, is well
understood as having centralizer which is a maximal subgroup of maximal
rank, see Borel-De Siebenthal [1].
The Group E6: In what follows E6 will always denote the simplyconnected group of type E6. Again we follow the notation in Corn well
so that if α 1 , ,α6 denote the simple roots then the highest root is
& = <*! + 2α2 + 3α3 4- 2α4 + α 5 + 2α6.

We take p to be the irreducible representation with highest weight
(2α1 4-4α2 + 6α3 + 5α 4 -f4α 5 -|-3α 6 )/3. The degree of this representation
(which is lowest) is 27 and the weights, all of which have multiplicity
one, can be calculated using FreudenthaΓs recursion formula for the
weights and their multiplicities. We used the computer to carry out
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The weights are as follows:

λί ={2,4,6,5,4,3}
λ2 ={2,4,6,5,1,3}
λ3 ={2,4,6,2,1,3}
A4 ={2,4,3,2,1,3}
λ5 ={2,4,3,2,1,0}
λ6 ={2,1,3,2,1,3}
λ7 ={2,1,3,2,1,0}
λs ={-1,1,3,2,1,3}
λ9 ={2,1,0,2,1,0}
λ10 = {- 1,1,3,2,1,0}
λ n = {2,l,0,-l,l,0}
A 1 2 = {- 1,1,0,2,1,0}

where {m1,
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A 1 5 = {-1, -2,0,2,1,0}
A 1 6 = {-1,1,0,-1,-2,0}
A 1 7 = {-1,-2,0,-1,1,0}
A 1 8 = {-1,-2,0,-1,-2,0}
A 1 9 = {-l,-2,-3,-l,l,0}
A 2 0 = {-l,-2,-3,-l,l,-3}
A 2 1 ={-l,-2,-3,-l,-2,0}
Λ 2 2 = {-l,-2,-3,-l,-2,-3}
Λ 2 3 = {-l,-2,-3,-4,-2,0}
Λ 2 4 = {-l,-2,-3,-4,-2,-3}
A 2 5 = {-l,-2,-6,-4,-2,-3}
A 2 6= {_i ; _ 5 ,-6,-4,-2,-3}

,m6} denotes the weight (Σ^α^/S

We take the (orthogonal) polarization forms el9 -,e6 which are related
to the simple roots by:
α

ι = (3^ι ~ e2 - e3 - e4 - e5 - e6)/2

(9)

and we let 01, ,Θ6 denote the coordinates on the maximal abelian
subalgebra <$/Gl with respect to the basis which is dual to ei , ,£6. Relative
to 0ι, ,06 the highest root α evaluates as

and among those inequalities, obtained from (9), which are used to
determine the fundamental simplex we draw particular attention to the
following:
0<θ5<θ4<θ3<θ2<4π
-π/2<θ6<π/2
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\Θ6\<θ5<π
and
0 < (30! + Θ2 + 03 + Θ4 + Θ5 - θ6)/2 < 2π.

Using these coordinates our Morse function takes the form

A
6

= 16 Π cos
i=l

\2/

-16Π-in
i=l

\

+

6

cos 2#! + 2(cos #ι) ]Γ cos 0,-.

If we set

(

θ\
—I

and

ίθ\
ί—sinί — j V 1 <i<6

then the critical points on J/GI are determined using the equations
i — Oy for l</<6, from which we obtain:
6
j f ) + S 1 C 1 Z(0 ? ~ 5 j)=0 f°Γ
j =2

ί=

^

(10)
and
2[sf1

ίi

c6 + cis1—si—s6]+sici(cl-sl) = Q for 2</<6

(11)

where the hat (Λ ) in the second equation denotes that the term is omitted.
REMARK. It follows from equation (11) that if (c\ — s\}^Q, then there
are at most two distinct sj's (or r?'s) for all 2<j<6. Since these equations
are invariant under any permutation of the subscripts {2, ,6} we will
assume (after a suitable permutation) that if there are two distinct s?'s where
2<y<6, then s^^s^. Furthermore, when s^^sl, then the following
auxiliary equations are obtained from (11):
2cic2c3c4c5c6 + (c2Ci)2(c\ - si) = 0
2^2*3*4*5*6 + (*2*3)2('l ~ *l) = 0

(12)
(13)
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We fix the notation
D = (cl-s\),

E = (cl-sl),

F=(c\-$)

and draw attention to the identities
2c? = (!+£))

and

2s? = (\-D}

with similar ones for c\,c\,s\ and s\. We keep in mind also that sf<l
and cf<l for all l < / < 6 . To solve the above equations we divide our
computations into four main cases.
Case 1, D = 0: In this case s\ = c\ = \/2 and from equations (10) and
(11) we obtain

and

(A)

If 5? 7^0 for all 2<j<6, then it follows from the second equation that
sf = sj for all 2<i<j<6. The only solution in this case is sf = cf for
all \<i<6. Thus, cosθ—0 and θie(oάάZ)(π/2).
Also, from the
above equations we have
C

1'"C6= ~~S1'"S6

and the only solution in the fundamental simplex is
θ1 = θ2 = - =θ5 = π/2 and 0 6 =-π/2
so that

= 0 and
This is the M+ at H=H6/2.
{Ai9A2,A3jA4,A5} corresponds to
the eigenvalue (—1/12) and H6 has eigenvalue (1/4).
(B)

If there exists ye{2, ,6} such that s?=0, then it is easy to check
that in this case we must have: exactly two ^ = 0 and exactly two
s? = l for 2<j<6 and the remaining sf — \/2 for 2<i<6. In this
case there is no solution in the fundamental simplex.
Case 2, De{±l}:

(A)

j D = l : Now $!=(), c\ — \ and from equation (10) we find
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Therefore, at least one s/ = 0 for 2<y<6, so that (after a permutation)
we may take s2 = 0.
(i)

All st = 0 for l < / < 6 : In this case cosθ—1, and fyeίeven Z)π
for all 1 < i< 6. The only solution in the fundamental simplex is

Thus

(ii)

and p = e = the identity. Tfe = ( — 1/4)7 where 7 is the identity
map.
At least one s/7^0 for 3<j<6: After a permutation we may
take s 3 7^0 and since 7)^0 we have s? £{$2^3} for all
4<y<6. Let
m = ${JEN: 4<y<6 and 5? =$3}.
Putting i = 3 in equation (11), it follows that 2^±c3 = 0 and
the only solutions possible are when l < m < 3 . However, one
can check that none of the resulting solutions lie in the
fundamental simplex. This is seen easily, because the condition αj >0 together with Sj =0, in this case, implies that θ^ = 2nπ
for some neN and hence α>2π.

(B) D=—l: Now $ι = l, c 1 =0 and the argument proceeds as in (A)
except that the roles of the c's and s's are interchanged. The
solutions are:
(i) All Cι = 0 for l < / < 6 : in this case all cos0~—1 and θ £ e
(oddZ)π for l < / < 6 . In particular, θ6φ[ — π/2,π/2], so none
of these solutions lie in the fundamental simplex,
(ii) With £2 = 0 and 2s™ + s3=Q, where m is as described in part
(A), we list the solutions:
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Θl,Θ2e(oddZ)π
s3 = s4 = 0 and c5 = c6 = 0 so that

m=\

03,04e(evenZ)π and 05,06e(oddZ)π
m= 2

ί 3 =s 4 = s 5 =0 and c6 = 0 so that

(a)

03,04>05 e (even Z)π and 06 6 (odd Z)π

m =2

5 3 =s 4 = ί5 = l/4 and c6 = 0 so that

(b)

03,04,05 e (f ,^} + (even Z)π and Θ6 e (odd Z)π

m =3

S3 = s4 = s5 = s6 = 0 so that

(a)

03,04,05,06e(evenZ)π

w =3

53 = ίJ = S5 = 56 = l/2 so that

(b)

03,04,05,06 e (oddZ)(π/2)

REMARK: There is a parity condition in the above list: S3 = sis2s4.s5s6
and all solutions are obtained by applying a permutation of {2,3,4,5,6}
to the list and the parity condition.
The only solution from this list which lies in the fundamental
simplex is in the case [m = 3 (a)], when
θί=θ2 = π and Θ3 = Θ4 = Θ5 = Θ6 = 0.

That is, H=(H±+H5)/2 which corresponds to an M+ since
ni=n5 — 1, see Nagano [9]. {A2,A3yA4,A6, (Hι+H5)} corresponds
to the eigenvalue (1/12) and (H^—H5) has eigenvalue ( — 10/72).
Case 3, jD<£{0,±l} and there are two distinct sj for 2<j<6: After
a permutation we suppose that s2 Φ s\ and let
f: 4<j<6 and sj=sl}
and put m = 3 — n.
and me{2,3}.
(A)

After a permutation of {2,3} we may assume we{0,1}

n = 0 and ra = 3: If s2 = 0 (respectively c2 = 0) then from equation
(11) we find D = \ (respectively D=—l) which is not allowed in
this case. If s3 = Q (respectively £3 = 0) it follows from equations
3
2
(10) and (11) that D satisfies the equation 2/) + 3D + 4 = 0
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(respectively 2D3 — 3D2 — 4 = 0) which has no solution when
De[— 1,1]. Thus we may assume s2c2^Q, s3c3^Q and also, since
Dφ{±l}y that s1c1^0. Now, s\φs\ so the auxiliary equations (12)
and (13) are valid, and if we put C4c5c6 = εcl and S4s5£6 = <5s3 where
ε2 = <52 = l, then it follows from these auxiliary equations that
c2D=-2εc1cl and s2D= -2δs1sl.

(14)

From these equations we obtain
(15)
(16)

In this context, equation (10) may be put in the form

which together with equations (14), (15) and (16) leads to
F=-D/(4D2 + l ) and 16D6-6D2-1 =0.
The

only allowable solution of this latter equation is when

D2 = (1 +\/ 3)/4 and the only solution in the fundamental simplex
is when cosθj = - V(l +>/3)/4, cosθ2=E and cosθj = F for all
3<y<6. At this critical point we find
α

ι =:θί3 = a4 = θί6 = 0 and 2α2 + α 5 = 2π.

In particular, α = 2π. There are three distinct eigenspaces corresponding to {^4ι}, {H2 — 2H5}, which are the negative eigenspaces,
and [A3,A4,A6, (2H2 + H5)} which is the positive eigenspace.
(B)

n=\ and m = 2: Here
where S2 = δ2 = l.
(i)

we put C4c5c6 = sc2cl

and S4s5sβ = δs2sl

52 = 0: in which case, either c 3 =0 or 2εcic3+D = Q. When
c3 = 0 there is no solution in the fundamental simplex and
when 2ε£1£3-f D — 0 there is a solution in the fundamental
simplex provided D = F=— 1/2. For this solution we have
and 05 = Θ6 = 0,

which corresponds to the vertex H=H3/3.

{AlίA2ίA4ίA5}
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corresponds to the eigenvalue (—1/16) while {H3,A6}
corresponds to the eigenvalue (1/8).
£2 = 0: in which case, either s3 = 0 or 2^153 + Z) = 0. When
53 =0 there is one solution in the fundamental simplex given by
θ1=2π/3, 02 = 03 = π and Θ4 = Θ5 = Θ6 = 0,
which corresponds to the vertex H=H4/2. This critical
submanifold is not an M+ on the simply-connected E6, but
it projects to an M+ on the bottom space, Ad(E6).
{Aly
A2yA3,H4,A6} corresponds to the eigenvalue (1/24) and A5
has eigenvalue (—1/8).
If 2<5s1s3 + D = 0 we obtain no solution in the fundamental
simplex.

(iii)

If £3 = 0 but s2c2 τ^0 we obtain the solution D —1—^/3 and
E= -(15-8vΦ/(3-v/3). After a permutation of {2,3,4,5,6}
we find only one solution in the fundamental simplex given
by cos #!=£), cosθ2 = cosθ3=E and Θ4 = Θ5 = Θ6 = Q, which
translates to
α2 = α3 = α5 =α6 = 0 and α 1 + 2α4 = 2π.

There are three distinct eigenspaces corresponding to {^5},
{2H1 — H4}, which are the negative eigenspaces, and [A2,A3,A6,
(Hi +2H4)} which is the positive eigenspace. The eigenvalues
coincide with those in case 3, (A).
When c3 =0 and s2c2^Q there is no solution in the fundamental
simplex.
(iv)

If v^O for all 1 <*'<3, then D = E= -F= ±1/^/2 for which
there is no solution in the fundamental simplex.

Case 4, Dφ{0,±\} and sj = s^ for all 3<><6:
(A)

Ee{±l}: If E=l, then ^. = 0 for all 2</<6 and we find that
Z)=—1/2 and there are two solutions in the fundamental simplex
given by:
(i)

(ii)

01 = 2π/3, Θ2 = 2π and Θ3 = Θ4 = Θ5 = Θ6 = 0. This solution corresponds to a pole p at the exponential of the vertex H—H5
and Γ/p = (l/8)/.
0 A =4π/3 and Θ2 = Θ3 = Θ4 = Θ5 = Θ6 = 0. This also corresponds
to a pole p (distinct from that in the previous case) at the
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exponential of the vertex H = Hi and Tfp = (1/8)1.
In this context we note that the centre of (the simply-connected)
E6 is {1 ,exp //jjexp H5} so that the two poles above are identified
with the identity in Ad(E6).
If E=—l, then cosθj=— 1 for all 2<j<6 and, in particular,
0 6 e(oddZ)π so there is no solution in the fundamental simplex.
(B) ££{±1}: In this case we find £ = 0 and D=±^/ϊ/2.
The only
solution in the fundamental simplex arises when Z)=—y/3/2 and
this solution is
^ = Sπ/6, and Θ2 = θ3 = θ4 = θ5=θ6 = π/2,
which corresponds to the vertex H = H2/2. This critical submanifold
is not an M+ on the simply-connected E6, but it projects to one
on Ad(E6). {H2,A3,A4,A5,A6} corresponds to the eigenvalue (1/24)
and AI has eigenvalue ( — 1/8).
The Symmetric Spaces;

EΠ, EVI, EIX, EIΠ, EIV, EVΠ:

The first three spaces have root system of type F4 and have a unique
local isomorphism class. Motivated by our Morse function for the group
F4 we consider the following well defined function on the maximal torus
of any of these three spaces
f(expH.o)=

£ cos2α(H).
α = short

That this function is well defined follows from the observation (see
Proposition 2.2) that on the maximal torus it is the difference of the
1

lengths of the Killing vector fields ^-<α
V = short
. X
6

&

and ^-<α
V = short
Y*.
u

Since it

is a finite Fourier series on the maximal torus, by Weyl group invariance
of the function we may extend it to a 7^-invariant function on the whole
space. R-Hermann [8] has considered Morse functions given by the
lengths of Killing vector fields but these functions are not .R^-invariant
and, in general, agree with ours on the maximal torus only. We note
that the determination of the critical points of our ^-invariant function
for these 3 spaces has already been carried out since the effect of the 2
in the definition above is cancelled by the fact that the fundamental
simplex for the symmetric spaces extends only to the hyperplane α = π
and not α = 2π as is the case for the group. Similarly, we note that the
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other spaces in the above list have a classical root system of rank <3
and are easily handled in this way.
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